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Using the Regge-like formula (M − mQ)
2 = πσL between hadron mass M and angular momentum L with a
heavy quark mass mQ and a string tension σ, we analyze all the heavy-light systems, i.e., D/Ds/B/Bs mesons
and charmed and bottom baryons. Numerical plots are obtained for all the heavy-light mesons of experimental
data whose slope becomes nearly equal to 1/2 of that for light hadrons. Assuming that charmed and bottom
baryons consist of one heavy quark and one light cluster of two light quarks (diquark), we apply the formula
to all the heavy-light baryons including recently discovered Ωc’s and find that these baryons experimentally
measured satisfy the above formula. We predict the average mass values of B, Bs, Λb, Σc, Ξc, and Ωc with
L = 2 as 6.01, 6.13, 6.15, 3.05, 3.07, and 3.34 GeV, respectively. Our results on baryons suggest that these
baryons can be safely regarded as heavy quark-light cluster configuration. We also find a universal description
for all the heavy-light mesons as well as baryons, i.e., one unique line is enough to describe both of charmed
and bottom heavy-light systems. Our results suggest that instead of mass itself, gluon flux energy is essential to
obtain a linear trajectory. Our method gives a straight line for Bc although the curved parent Regge trajectory
was suggested before.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nature has chosen the quantum number 2S+1LJ to clas-
sify light and heavy hadrons including light u/d/s and heavy
c/b quarks, respectively. This is true for light hadrons which
can be treated nonrelativistically but this also holds for heavy-
light mesons which was analytically derived in the former pa-
per [1] using our semi-relativistic potential model [2, 3]. Ac-
tually this has been noticed and pointed out in a couple of
different contexts, e.g., string picture/flux tube model [4, 5],
quantummechanical derivation of Regge trajectories [6], sup-
pression of LS coupling [7, 8], empirical rule of degeneracy
among states with the same L [9–11], etc.
In the former paper [1], we have pointed out that a careful
observation of the experimental spectra of heavy-light mesons
tells us that heavy-light mesons with the same angular mo-
mentum L are almost degenerate. In other words, we have ob-
served that mass differences within a heavy quark spin doublet
and between doublets with the same L are very small com-
pared with a mass gap between different multiplets with dif-
ferent L, which is nearly equal to the value of ΛQCD ∼ 300
MeV. This fact is analytically explained by our semirelativis-
tic potential model [2] which is proposed to describe heavy-
light mesons, spectra and wave functions. In Refs. [4, 5], the
authors took a simplest string configuration or flux tube pic-
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ture of a qq¯ meson based on Nambu’s idea [12] of gluon flux
tube picture for a string. They derive a relation between mass
squared and angular momentum. In Ref. [6], the authors also
derived the similar relation using quantum mechanics with a
Cornell potential model for a meson. In Refs. [7, 8], the au-
thors noticed that suppression of LS coupling should occur
in the heavy quark symmetry which can be applied to heavy-
light mesons. In Refs. [9–11], carefully checking experimen-
tal data, they noticed that light hadrons and vector mesons can
be well classified in the angular momentum and also find that
one unique line is enough to describe vector mesons including
φ, ω, and ψ mesons which they call a universal description.
Low lying mesons are classified in terms of 2S+1LJ , which
satisfy the Regge-Chew-Frautch formula M2 = an + bJ + c
with constants a, b, and c, principal quantum number n, and
total angular momentum J. Or they satisfy the non-relativistic
Regge trajectory for mesons,
L = α′M2 + α0, n = βM
2 + β0, (1)
with the Regge slope α′ and constants, α0, β, and β0. By us-
ing the experimental data, the generalized Regge or the Chew-
Frautch formula has been studied in detail in Ref. [9] which
gives the values of constants, a, b, and c. Regge trajectories
are still effective in determining spin and parity of newly dis-
covered hadrons. We can have this type of relation which also
holds for heavy-light mesons when one notices that mass gaps
between states with different L are nearly equal to ΛQCD (see
Table 1 in [1]).
In this paper, instead of using Eq. (1), as a powerful tool to
analyze all the heavy-light systems, we use the formula,
(M − mQ)
2 = πσL, (2)
2which was originally derived in Refs. [4, 6]. In the next sec-
tion, following Nambu’s picture for hadrons in which quarks
are connected by a gluon flux tube [12], we will give much
simpler derivation of this relation between the heavy-lightme-
son mass and angular momentum.
Then, we apply this formula to heavy-light mesons
(D/Ds/B/Bs) to obtain linear trajectories in the plane (M −
mQ)
2 vs. L using experimental data as well as theoretical
values. Next, we will extend this formula to heavy baryons
(Λc, Λb, Σc, Σb, Ξc, Ξb, Ωc, and Ωb) regarding a diquark as
a 3¯ color state to see whether it works or not. If this is success-
ful, we can safely say that the heavy-light baryons can be well
described by a picture in which one heavy quark couples with
a diquark. This is one of the motivations of this paper whether
diquark picture holds or not since there are some questions
to use this concept for baryons. This ovservation might be
checked by the lattice gauge theory without fermion.
We also try to check whether a universal description holds,
i.e., whether Regge-like lines for Xc and Xb overlaps or not
with XQ being heavy-light systems. Final section is devoted
to conclusions and discussion, especially on the meaning of
gluon flux energy, M − mQ, and hadron mass M and on the
nonlinearity of the parent Regge trajectories for heavy quark
systems [13].
II. RELATION BETWEEN MASS AND ANGULAR
MOMENTUM
We take Nambu’s picture [12] of a hadronic string, which
consists only of gluons and at both ends of which quarks are
attached in the case of mesons. The authors in Refs. [4, 9]
took the same picture to derive the Regge formula:
M2 = 2πσL, (3)
where M is a meson mass, L is an angular momentum and
σ is a string tension. Their way of derivation is as follows.
See also Refs. [10, 11] for other applications. Assuming the
simple string configuration, we obtain the mass M and angular
momentum L given by the following equations,
M = 2
∫ ℓ/2
0
σdr√
1 − v2(r)
=
πσℓ
2
, (4)
L = 2
∫ ℓ/2
0
σrv(r)dr√
1 − v2(r)
=
πσℓ2
8
, (5)
where ℓ is a length of a string which connects two light quarks
at the ends, and v(r) = 2r/ℓ is the speed of the flux tube at
the distance r from the center of rotation. Equations (4) and
(5) are obtained by assuming the simplest configuration of a
string which connects two quarks at both ends of a string with
a speed of light c and rotates around the center of the mass
system. Combining these two equations, we arrive at Eq. (3).
Let us apply the above idea to a heavy-light meson. In the
heavy quark limit, one considers the situation that a heavy
quark is fixed at one end and a light quark rotates around a
heavy quark with a speed of light c as described in Fig. 1.
Then one obtains the following relation:
M2 = πσL. (6)
The right hand side of this equation is just 1/2 of Eq. (3)
and our numerical plot does not fit with this equation. Be-
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FIG. 1: (color online). The schematic diagram for depicting the
string connecting heavy and light quarks at the ends and rotating
around the heavy quark. A heavy quark is fixed at one point.
cause the Nambu’s string consists only of gluons, we need to
get rid of effects of quark masses. In our case, in the limit
of heavy quark effective theory, we should subtract only the
heavy quark mass, mQ with Q = c, b, from M. Hence the
final expression we should adopt is given by
(
M − mQ
)2
= πσL. (7)
The same form of this equation was derived in Ref.[6] by us-
ing the simplified potential model with a couple of intuitive
approximations.
Modified and elaborated forms of Eq. (7) have been pro-
posed in Refs. [5, 14], among which Ref. [5] gives
M = mQ +
√
σ′L
2
+ 21/4κL−1/4m3/2q , (8)
where σ′ = 2πσ and κ = a parameter determined by a com-
puter simulation. Reference [14] modifies Eq. (8) so that it
does not have singularity at L = 0 and gives,
(
M − mQ
)2
=
σ′L
2
+
(
mq + mQv
2
2
)2
, (9)
where v2 is a velocity of the heavy quark in a heavy-light
hadron system. From our point of view in this paper, the last
terms of Eqs. (8) and (9) are not necessary to analyze the ex-
perimental data of heavy-light systems in order to compare
them with theoretical models since data or theoretical values
with the same L are averaged over isospin and angular mo-
mentum L. However, we allow a constant term on the right
hand side of Eqs. (8) or (9) as later shown in Eq. (12). Refer-
ence [14] further studied detailed mass spectra of ΛQ and ΞQ
by including LS coupling.
3III. NUMERICAL PLOTS FOR HEAVY-LIGHT SYSTEMS
AND UNIVERSAL DESCRIPTION
According to Eq. (7), we plot figures for heavy-light
mesons, D/B/Ds/Bs, as well as charmed and bottom baryons,
ΛQ/ΣQ/ΞQ/Ξ
′
Q
/ΩQ with Q = c, b, for experimental data
listed in PDG [15] and some theoretical models Refs. [16–
20]. In the following, when plotting experimental data, we
adopt the quark masses used in Ref. [16, 17] in Eq. (7) as
mc = 1.55 GeV, mb = 4.88 GeV. (10)
This is because all the figures with expeimental data are com-
pared with model calculation given by Ref. [16, 17]. In the
case ofΩQ baryons, we plot other model calculations [18–20].
A. Heavy-Light Mesons
In this subsection, we plot figures in (M−mQ)
2 versus L for
D, B, Ds, and Bs mesons taken from experimental data [15] as
well as model calculations of Ref. [16].
TABLE I: The experimental [15] and EFG model [16] values for D
and B to obtain Figs. 2, 3 and 4.
State Experiment EFG Experiment EFG
|n2S+1LJ , J
P〉 meson mass cq¯ meson mass bq¯
|11S 0, 0
−〉 D 1869.59 1871 B 5279.6 5280
|13S 1, 1
−〉 D∗(2010) 2010.26 2010 B∗ 5324.7 5326
|13P0, 0
+〉 D∗
0
(2400) 2351 2406 B∗J(5732) 5698 5749
|1P1, 1
+〉 D1(2430) 2427 2469 5774
|1P1, 1
+〉 D1(2420) 2423.2 2426 B1(5721) 5726.0 5723
|13P2, 2
+〉 D∗
2
(2460) 2465.4 2460 B∗
2
(5747) 5739.5 5741
|13D1, 1
−〉 2788 6119
|1D2, 2
−〉 2850 6121
|1D2, 2
−〉 2806 6103
|13D3, 3
−〉 2863 6091
|13F2 , 2
+〉 3090 6412
|1F3, 3
+〉 3145 6420
|1F3, 3
+〉 3129 6391
|13F4 , 4
+〉 3187 6380
|13G3, 3
−〉 3352 6664
|1G4, 4
−〉 3415 6652
|1G4, 4
−〉 3403 6648
|13G5, 5
−〉 3473 6634
D/B mesons : Using Tables I and II, the results are given in
Figs. 2 and 3for D and B mesons, separately. To compare Eq.
(3) with Eq. (7), we give a numerical value of the coefficient
of L in Eq. (3) obtained by Afonin,
M2 = 1.103L + 1.102n + 0.686. (11)
which is taken from Table 4 of Ref. [9] with principal quan-
tum number n. The calculations of the EFG model [16] for D
and B mesons are given by Fig. 3.
Looking at linear equations written on Fig. 2, we obtain
(MD − mc)
2 = 0.665L + 0.130,
(MB − mb)
2 = 0.548L + 0.179.
(12)
TABLE II: The experimental [15] and EFG model [16] values for Ds
and Bs to obtain Figs. 2, 3 and 4.
State Experiment EFG Experiment EFG
|n2S+1LJ , J
P〉 meson mass cs¯ meson mass bs¯
|11S 0, 0
−〉 Ds 1969.0 1969 Bs 5366.9 5372
|13S 1, 1
−〉 D∗s 2112.1 2111 B
∗
s 5415.4 5414
|13P0, 0
+〉 D∗s0(2317) 2318.0 2509 5833
|1P1, 1
+〉 Ds1(2460) 2459.6 2574 B
∗
sJ(5850) 5853 5865
|1P1, 1
+〉 Ds1(2536) 2535.18 2536 Bs1(5830) 5828.6 5831
|13P2, 2
+〉 Ds2(2573) 2569.1 2571 B
∗
s2
(5840) 5839.9 5842
|13D1, 1
−〉 2913 6209
|1D2, 2
−〉 2961 6218
|1D2, 2
−〉 2931 6189
|13D3, 3
−〉 D∗sJ (2860) 2860.5 2971 6191
|13F2 , 2
+〉 3230 6501
|1F3 , 3
+〉 3266 6515
|1F3 , 3
+〉 3254 6468
|13F4 , 4
+〉 3300 6475
|13G3, 3
−〉 3508 6753
|1G4, 4
−〉 3554 6762
|1G4, 4
−〉 3546 6715
|13G5, 5
−〉 3595 6726
As you can see, coefficients of L are nearly equal to 1/2 of
that of light hadrons in Eq. (11). Hence we can conclude
that D and B mesons satisfy Eq. (7), support an approximate
rotational symmetry of heavy-lightmesons claimed in the pre-
vious paper [1], and the string picture for heavy-light mesons
well works. Two lines in Fig. 2 can be written in one figure
in the upper row of Fig. 4, which nicely shows a universal de-
scription of these mesons. This means that two lines almost
overlap with each other irrespective of heavy quark flavors.
In the same way, we draw a figure for the EFG model [16]
which is also given in the upper right of Fig. 4. From hereon,
we plot two lines for heavy-light systems Xc and Xb in one
figure, which makes easy to compare both lines and we can
extract conclusions on whether their slopes are close to 1/2
and whether they overlap to confirm a universal description.
Finally, we predict the average mass of B with L = 2 as 6.009
GeV using Eq. (12).
Ds/Bs mesons : In the lower row of Fig. 4, we plot mass
squared versus L for Ds and Bs mesons using Tables I and II,
which presents similar behavior to that of D and B mesons, it
is obvious that they also satisfy Eq. (7). The values of slope
for Ds and Bs are close to each other, which means Ds and Bs
satisfy a universal description. To showmodel calculations for
Ds/Bs mesons, we plot the figure for these mesons of the GI
model in the lower right of Fig. 4, which shows the GI model
well satisfies a linear equation Eq. (7) of (M − mQ)
2 versus
L and two lines almost overlap, i.e., a universal description
is confirmed. As one can see, the experimental data is much
better than the model calculation in regard to a universal de-
scription, which may be due to the fact that the EFG model
does not explicitly respect heavy quark symmetry. We also
predict the average mass of Bs with L = 2 as 6.129 GeV using(
MBs − mb
)2
= 0.650L+0.261written on the lower left of Fig.
4.
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FIG. 2: (color online). Plots of experimental data for D and B mesons in L vs. (M − mc,b)
2. The best fit lines are given with equations.
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FIG. 3: (color online). Plots of values calculated in Ref. [16] similar to Fig. 2. The best fit lines are given with equations.
B. Charmed and Bottom Baryons
Regarding two light quarks inside a heavy-baryon as a light
cluster (diquark), we can apply the formula Eq. (7) to charmed
and bottom baryons, in which only one of c or b quark is in-
cluded. For the baryons, we take models of Refs. [17–20] to
compare with experiments [15], which has including the ef-
fect of heavy quark symmetry. Here we should mention that
there are other models for calculating mass spectrum of heavy
baryons as well as a pioneering work [22–24]. We also have
to take care of a total spin of a diquark, S qq. We call this sys-
tem a good type when S qq = 0, and a bad type when S qq = 1
according to Ref. [21].
Λc/Λb baryons (I = 0, S qq = 0) : ΛQ baryons have S qq = 0,
i.e., a good type. Charmed and bottom ΛQ baryons have
isospin I = 0 and S qq = 0. In Table III, we listed the present
experimental data and EFG model calculated results for ΛQ
baryons. Their Regge-like lines are given by the upper row of
Fig. 5 for experimental and theoretical values. We take theo-
retical values from Ref. [17]. From these figures, we can con-
clude that Eq. (7) is satisfied, the slopes are close to 1/2, and
unified description holds. We can predict the average values of
some states which are not yet observed. For instance, by using
the line forΛb, we predict the average mass of Λb(3/2
+, 5/2+)
with L = 2 as 6.145 GeV.
Σc/Σb baryons (I = 1, S qq = 1) : ΣQ baryons have S qq = 1,
i.e., a bad type. We present the experimental data [15] and
EFG model results [17] for ΣQ baryons in Table IV. From
this Table, we can see that only two experimental data for Σb
with L = 0 were observed, i.e., only one point in the L vs.
(M − mb)
2 plane, and experimental data for Σc with L = 0, 1
have been measured. Hence, we plot figures only for Σc of
experimental and Σc,b of theoretical values [17] in the lower
row of Fig. 5. From these figures, we can conclude again
that Eq. (7) is satisfied for Σc, the slope is close to 1/2, unified
description holds, and the model calculations obey the same
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FIG. 4: (color online). Plots of experimental data and EFG model [16] calculation both for D(s) and B(s) mesons. The best fit lines are given
with equations.
TABLE III: The experimental [15] and EFG model values [17] for ΛQ and ΞQ baryons with a good diquark (S qq = 0). Here, the constituent
quark masses [16] we adopted to analyze experimental data as well as EFG calculations are given by Eq. (10).
Λc Λb Ξc Ξb
State Experiment EFG Experiment EFG State Experiment EFG Experiment EFG
|nL, I(JP)〉 bayron Mexp M bayron Mexp M |nL, I(JP)〉 bayron Mexp M bayron Mexp M
|1S , 0( 1
2
+
)〉 Λc(2286) 2286.46 2286 Λb(5620) 5619.58 5620 |1S ,
1
2
( 1
2
+
)〉 Ξc(2470) 2470.87 2476 Ξb(5790) 5794.5 5803
|1P, 0( 1
2
−
)〉 Λc(2595) 2592.25 2598 5930 |1P,
1
2
( 1
2
−
)〉 Ξc(2790) 2792.0 2792 6120
|1P, 0( 3
2
−
)〉 Λc(2628) 2628.11 2627 5942 |1P,
1
2
( 3
2
−
)〉 Ξc(2815) 2816.67 2819 6130
|1D, 0( 3
2
+
)〉 2874 6190 |1D, 1
2
( 3
2
+
)〉 Ξc(3055) 3055.9 3059 6366
|1D, 0( 5
2
+
)〉 Λc(2880) 2881.53 2880 6196 |1D,
1
2
( 5
2
+
)〉 Ξc(3080) 3077.2 3076 6373
|1F, 0( 5
2
−
)〉 3097 6408 |1F, 1
2
( 5
2
−
)〉 3278 6577
|1F, 0( 7
2
−
)〉 3078 6411 |1F, 1
2
( 7
2
−
)〉 3292 6581
|1G, 0( 7
2
+
)〉 3270 6598 |1G, 1
2
( 7
2
+
)〉 3469 6760
|1G, 0( 9
2
+
)〉 3284 6599 |1G, 1
2
( 9
2
+
)〉 3483 6762
|1H, 0( 9
2
−
)〉 3444 6767 |1H, 1
2
( 9
2
−
)〉 3643 6933
|1H, 0( 11
2
−
)〉 3460 6766 |1H, 1
2
( 11
2
−
)〉 3658 6934
rules as experimental data, too. We predict the average mass
of Σc with L = 2 as 3.053 GeV using the linear equation for
Σc written on the lower left of Fig. 5.
Ξc/Ξb baryons (I = 1/2, S qq = 0) : ΞQ baryons have
S qq = 0, i.e., a good type. The experimental data and the-
oretical values for ΞQ baryons are listed in Table III. Because
of lack of experimental data, we can only plot a figure for ex-
perimental values of Ξc with L = 0, 1, 2. Theoretical values
of Ref. [17] are taken. Their figures are given by the left two
of Fig. 6, respectively. From these figures, we can conclude
again that Eq. (7) is satisfied for Ξc and the slope is close to
1/2. The model calculations obey the same rules as experi-
mental data, too, including unified description. We predict the
average mass of Ξc with L = 2 as 3.068 GeV using the linear
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FIG. 5: (color online). Plots of experimental data and model calculation [17] forΛQ and ΣQ baryons. The best fit lines are given with equations.
equation for Ξc written on the leftmost of Fig. 6.
Ξ′c/Ξ
′
b
baryons (I = 1/2, S qq = 1) : Ξ
′
Q
baryons have S qq =
1, i.e., a bad type. We also present the experimental data and
model calculation for Ξ′
Q
baryons in Table IV. There is no
definite experimental data for Ξ′
Q
with Q = c, b, and hence,
we can only plot figures for Ξ′
Q
of model calculations given by
Ref. [17]. The figure is given in the rightmost one of Fig. 6,
which shows that Eq. (7) is satisfied, the slope is close to 1/2,
and unified description holds for theoretical data.
Ωc/Ωb baryons (I = 0, S qq = 1) : ΩQ baryons have S qq = 1,
i.e., a bad type. Recently the LHCb Collaboration ovserved
six Ω0c in the Ξ
+
c K
− invariant mass spectrum [25]. However,
there is only one Ωb state with L = 0 listed in [15]. Hence,
we only list the present experimental data and some of the
theoretical results in Table V.We also plot the left of Fig. 7 for
Ωc of experimental data and the right of Fig. 7 for Ωc and Ωb
of the theoretical calculation in Ref. [17]. Besides, since there
might be higher radial excited states in the recent discovery by
LHCb, we also plot figures with principal quantum number
n = 1, 2 for theoretical values [17–20] in Fig. 8. We predict
the average mass of Ωc with L = 2 as 3.338 GeV using the
linear equation for Ωc written on the left of Fig. 7.
Since lack of experimental data, the slope is not reliable
enough to determine which model is most preferable. Refer-
ence [17] satisfies Eq. (7) (EFG), the slope is close to 1/2 and
a universal description holds for theoretical data. As for two
values of n, there are two figures obtained by the same group
[19, 20], whose figures refered to STRV and STRV2 in Fig. 8,
respectively, are slightly different from each other. The second
has larger slope than the first one and hence, it can be rejected
from our point of view. The other two diagrams plotted with
the results from CL [18] and EFG [17] models are similar to
the plot obtained from Ref. [19] and it may be possible that
these three could be close to experiments, which we expect to
have in future.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this article, using the Regge-like formula (M − mQ)
2 =
πσL of Eq. (7) between hadron mass M and angular momen-
tum L, we have analyzed heavy-light systems, D/Ds/B/Bs
mesons and all the charmed and bottom baryons with a prin-
cipal quantum number n = 1, i.e., ΛQ/ΣQ/ΞQ/Ξ
′
Q
/ΩQ with
Q = c, b, in which only one heavy quark is included. We have
adopted only the confirmed values cited in Ref. [15] to plot
figures.
Light quarks, u, d, and s, form the so-called chiral particles,
e.g., π, K, etc. These quarks have the current quark masses,
i.e., very tiny masses. When these quarks are dressed with
gluon clouds, they become constituent quarks. In our paper,
we treat light quarks as current ones in the string picture so
7TABLE IV: The experimental [15] and EFG model values [17] for ΣQ and Ξ
′
Q baryons with a bad diquark (S qq = 1). Here, the constituent
quark masses [16] we adopted to analyze experimental data as well as EFG calculations are given by Eq. (10).
Σc Σb Ξ
′
c Ξ
′
b
State Experiment EFG Experiment EFG State Experiment EFG Experiment EFG
|nL, I(JP)〉 bayron Mexp M bayron Mexp M |nL, I(JP)〉 bayron Mexp M bayron Mexp M
|1S , 1( 1
2
+
)〉 Σc(2455) 2453.75 2443 Σb(5810) 5811.3 5808 |1S ,
1
2
( 1
2
+
)〉 Ξc(2579) 2577.4 2579 Ξb(5935) 5935.02 5936
|1S , 1( 3
2
+
)〉 Σc(2520) 2518.48 2519 Σb(5830) 5832.1 5834 |1S ,
1
2
( 1
2
+
)〉 Ξc(2645) 2645.53 2649 5963
|1P, 1( 1
2
−
)〉 Σc(2800) 2806 2799 6101 |1P,
1
2
( 1
2
−
)〉 Ξc(2930) 2931 2936 6233
|1P, 1( 1
2
−
)〉 2713 6095 |1P, 1
2
( 1
2
−
)〉 2854 6227
|1P, 1( 3
2
−
)〉 Σc(2800) 2806 2798 6096 |1P,
1
2
( 3
2
−
)〉 Ξc(2930) 2931 2935 6234
|1P, 1( 3
2
−
)〉 2773 6087 |1P, 1
2
( 3
2
−
)〉 2912 6224
|1P, 1( 5
2
−
)〉 2789 6084 |1P, 1
2
( 5
2
−
)〉 Ξc(2930) 2931 2929 6226
|1D, 1( 1
2
+
)〉 3041 6311 |1D, 1
2
( 1
2
+
)〉 3163 6447
|1D, 1( 3
2
+
)〉 3043 6326 |1D, 1
2
( 3
2
+
)〉 3167 6459
|1D, 1( 3
2
+
)〉 3040 6285 |1D, 1
2
( 3
2
+
)〉 3160 6431
|1D, 1( 5
2
+
)〉 3038 6284 |1D, 1
2
( 3
2
+
)〉 3166 6432
|1D, 1( 5
2
+
)〉 3023 6270 |1D, 1
2
( 5
2
+
)〉 3153 6420
|1D, 1( 7
2
+
)〉 3013 6260 |1D, 1
2
( 7
2
+
)〉 Ξc(3123) 3122.9 3147 6414
|1F, 1( 3
2
−
)〉 3288 6550 |1F, 1
2
( 3
2
−
)〉 3418 6675
|1F, 1( 5
2
−
)〉 3283 6564 |1F, 1
2
( 5
2
−
)〉 3408 6686
|1F, 1( 5
2
−
)〉 3254 6501 |1F, 1
2
( 5
2
−
)〉 3394 6640
|1F, 1( 7
2
−
)〉 3253 6500 |1F, 1
2
( 7
2
−
)〉 3393 6641
|1F, 1( 7
2
−
)〉 3227 6472 |1F, 1
2
( 7
2
−
)〉 3373 6619
|1F, 1( 9
2
−
)〉 3209 6459 |1F, 1
2
( 9
2
−
)〉 3357 6610
|1G, 1( 5
2
+
)〉 3495 6749 |1G, 1
2
( 5
2
+
)〉 3623 6867
|1G, 1( 7
2
+
)〉 3483 6761 |1G, 1
2
( 7
2
+
)〉 3608 6876
|1G, 1( 7
2
+
)〉 3444 6688 |1G, 1
2
( 7
2
+
)〉 3584 6822
|1G, 1( 9
2
+
)〉 3442 6687 |1G, 1
2
( 9
2
+
)〉 3582 6821
|1G, 1( 9
2
+
)〉 3410 6648 |1G, 1
2
( 9
2
+
)〉 3558 6792
|1G, 1( 11
2
+
)〉 3386 6635 |1G, 1
2
( 11
2
+
)〉 3536 6782
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FIG. 6: (color online). Plots of experimental data for Ξc baryons and model calculation results [17] of ΞQ and Ξ
′
Q baryons. The best fit lines
are given with equations.
that their masses vanish in the chiral limit. Hence, we should
subtract only heavy quark mass from the hadron. Light cur-
rent quark masses should not be subtracted from the hadron
because a part of a light current quark mass comes from gluon
energy. We have numerically checked the cases in which a
light current quark mass or a light current diquark mass is
subtracted from the hadron. We have plotted figures, L vs.
(M − mQ − mq)
2 or (M − mQ − mqq)
2 and have found that line
slopes become much smaller than 1/2 and universal descrip-
tion does not hold.
For heavy-light mesons with the same L, we have used the
average mass value of the L-wave states for a plot, i.e., the
average value of 2S+1LJ =
1S 0 and
3S 1 states for S -wave,
the average value of 1P1,
3P1,
3P0 and
3P2 states for P-wave,
etc. For heavy-light baryons with the same L, we only have a
singlet J = 1/2 for S -wave, we have used the average value
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FIG. 7: (color online). Plots of experimental data for Ωc baryons and model calculation results [17] of ΩQ baryons. The best fit lines are given
with equations.
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FIG. 8: (color online). Plots of values calculated in EFG [17], CL [18], S T RV [19], S T RV2 [20] models for ΩQ baryons with principal
quantum number n = 1, 2. The best fit lines are given with an equation.
of J = 1/2 and 3/2 states for P-wave, the average value of
3/2 and 5/2 states for D-wave with S qq = 0 (a good type),
etc. If there are isospin nonsinglet states, we, of course, have
averaged over isospin states.
Numerical plots have been obtained for all the heavy-light
mesons of experimental data whose slopes become nearly
equal to 1/2 of that for light mesons as expected. A universal
description also holds for all the heavy-light mesons, i.e., one
unique line is enough to describe both of charmed and bottom
heavy-light systems. Surprisingly enough it has been found
9TABLE V: The experimental and different model calculated values
for Ωc baryons with a bad diquark (S qq = 1). Here, the constituent
quark masses [16] we adopted to analyze experimental data as well
as EFG calculations are given by Eq. (10).
State EXP [15, 25] CL [18] EFG [17] STRV [19] STRV2 [20]
|1S , 1
2
+
〉 2695.2 2698 2698 2695 2695
|1S , 3
2
+
〉 2765.9 2765 2768 2767 2745
|1P, 1
2
−
〉 3000.4 3033 2966 3011 3041
|1P, 1
2
−
〉 3065.6 3075 3055 3028 3050
|1P, 3
2
−
〉 3050.2 3068 3029 2976 3024
|1P, 3
2
−
〉 3090.2 3088 3054 2993 3033
|1P, 5
2
−
〉 3119.1 3092 3051 2947 3010
|1D, 1
2
+
〉 3331 3287 3215 3354
|1D, 3
2
+
〉 3322 3282 3231 3325
|1D, 3
2
+
〉 3335 3298 3262 3335
|1D, 5
2
+
〉 3298 3286 3173 3299
|1D, 5
2
+
〉 3325 3297 3188 3308
|1D, 7
2
+
〉 3296 3283 3136 3276
|2S , 1
2
+
〉 3188 3202 3088 3100 3164
|2S , 3
2
+
〉 3237 3123 3126 3197
|2P, 1
2
−
〉 3408 3384 3345 3427
|2P, 1
2
−
〉 3446 3435 3359 3436
|2P, 3
2
−
〉 3450 3415 3315 3408
|2P, 3
2
−
〉 3461 3433 3330 3417
|2P, 5
2
−
〉 3467 3427 3290 3393
that both of D/B and Ds/Bs have had almost the same unique
lines as can be seen from Fig. 4. We have also checked the
theoretical model of Ref. [16] whether this model also obeys
the above rules which are satisfied by experimental data and
have found that the EFG model also supports their slopes be-
ing 1/2 and a universal description. We have predicted the
averaged mass values of B and Bs with L = 2 as 6.01 and 6.13
GeV, respectively.
Regarding that charmed and bottom baryons consist of one
heavy quark and one light cluster of two light quarks (di-
quark), we have applied the formula Eq. (7) to all the heavy-
light baryons including recently discovered Ωc’s and have
found that experimental values of all the heavy-light baryons,
ΛQ/Σc/ΞQ/Ξ
′
Q
/ΩQ with Q = c, b, if they exist, have well sat-
isfied the formula, (M − mQ)
2 = πσL and the coefficient of
L is close to 1/2 compared with that for light hadrons. Since
there exist experimental data both forΛc andΛb, we have seen
univarsal description only for ΛQ. We have also checked the
model calculations of Refs. [17–20] whether they satisfy Eq.
(7), have slope close to 1/2, and a universal description holds
and we have found that they really do satisfy all these rules
except for Ref. [19]. Because of unknown assignments of five
Ωc’s, we have also provided Fig. 8 with n = 1, 2 which can be
used for future analysis.
When looking at figures for a universal description, one no-
tices that the slope for bottom heavy-light system has smaller
value than that for charmed one. This is understandable be-
cause the heavy-light system with a b quark is dominated by
mb compared with that with mc. The slope for bottom system
is much closer to 1/2 than that for charmed one.
We have also predicted the average mass values of Λb,
Σc, Ξc, and Ωc with L = 2 as 6.15, 3.05, 3.07, and
3.34 GeV, respectively, by using the straight lines for these
baryons. These baryons should be averaged over two spin
states (3/2+, 5/2+) for Λb and Ξc and over six spin states
(1/2+, 3/2+, 3/2+, 5/2+, 5/2+, 7/2+) for Σc and Ωc. Our re-
sults of all the heavy-light baryons suggest that heavy-light
baryons can be safely regarded and treated as heavy quark-
light cluster configuration.
Finally, we would like to comment on the reason why we
could analyze all the heavy-light systems. This can be done
because we have ignored LS and S S couplings which cause
the small mass splittings among states with the same L. Other-
wise we would have immediately faced serious problems, e.g.,
other than ΛQ and ΞQ with S qq = 0 (good type), the heavy-
light baryons with S qq = 1 (bad type) have combersom inter-
actions as has been pointed out in Ref. [14]. Hence, our way
of analysis of heavy-light systems is the important and power-
ful tool to analyze experimental data as well as model calcu-
lations since by analyzing data, we can judge whether expei-
mental data observed are reliable and which model should be
adopted or is reliable.
Nonlinearity of the parent Regge trajectoris is observed in
model calculations of Ref. [13]. Our analysis suggests that
instead of mass, gluon flux energy should be used to relate
it to angular momentum for heavy quark systems. Actually,
nonlinearity of the parent Regge trajectory for Bc obtained in
Ref. [13] can be remedied by adopting our formula Eq. (2),
which gives us a linear trajectory. That is, for heavy quark
systems, heavy quark mass dominates to determine the curves
in the ordinary Regge trajectories, while from our point of
view, gluon flux energy determines behavior of heavy quark
systems.
Future measurements of higher orbitally and radially ex-
cited states and their masses of heavy quark systems by LHCb
and forthcoming BelleII are waited for to test our observation.
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